
Exec Meeting Monday, 11/2/15: 
President: John Langlund  ✔  Vice President: Eileen Duhig-Larson  ✔ 

ESP Vice President: Sandra Cruickshank  ✔ 
Treasurer/Membership: Erin Roche  ✔   Secretary: Erin Brickman ✔ 

	  

CALL TO ORDER: 3:19 PM     Meeting ended at: 4:00 PM 

Old Business: 
1.  Sick days after holiday - Did anyone receive an email from their principals? You do not need a 

doctor’s note before or after a holiday. Principals should have sent out an email.  

2.  Community Committee - Any info from reps? If you have it great, if not please send it to Eileen 
at MSS when possible.  

3. Brickman’s Business: Newsletter? EN - like i! Maybe add in: what does the Union do for you? 

History of what the HEA has does for us, maybe a tip for educators, Fun fact about NEA 
discounts, Did you know? Be more aware of teacher rights, etc. Shirts? People were interested, 
Brickman will (did 11/3/15) email out some dates for after school Elections? Need “go to” people 

from each building. Terri from TL, Anne for Aspen, Erin D from ES, Cheryl - Lincoln,  Nathan - 
Tower, Shelly MN, Kristi DL, EN? New Teacher Meetings? Still looking for volunteers! 

4. PD conference Nov. 6 & 7 - Talked about it the last 2 months, Bloomington, network, CPDUs, 
how to be a better teacher, etc. Tell Roche ASAP! 

School of Dual Language 
Millie Naughton       Kristi Aguilar ✔

Elementary North 
Katie Bartel ✔    Hillary Marchel ✔ 
 Lisa Lasko  

Middle South 
Thom Koch ✔      Karen Janisch ✔  
Ryan Manning      Anthony Dengler ✔     
Sandra Cruickshank ✔

Middle North 
Alex Lobb        Brenda Henriksen  
Jennifer Harris ✔    Shelly Goodman ✔

Elementary South 
Karen Brennan  ✔  Erin Dingman ✔ 
Katie Krajewski     Anna Lykholap  
               Connie Wrobleski ✔

Townline 
Terri Plohr ✔  Marc Infante ✔   
Jodi Jost ✔

Aspen 
Anne Foley ✔  Lindsay Gerjol ✔
 Joy Brocks ✔    Michelle Pogachnik     

Lincoln School 
Cheryl Sanks ✔        Carrie Strauts  

District Office/Tower Building 
Nathan Hahn ✔ 



New Business: 
1. Budget - $5 reimbursements for dinner, Brickman reimbursed for a retirement gift that was 

lost, and Connie and Sandra for the 1Conference. 
Question: Can we be reimbursed for a “gift card” for people coming to the HEA meetings? Not at 
this point. Side note: You can have the ESP meeting during the school day. Shelly approves the 
budget, Janisch seconds. Passed unanimously.  

2. Approve the Minutes from Sept. and October - Janish makes a motion to approve the 
minutes. Connie seconds. Passed unanimously.  

3. Region update - IEA and NEA are looking to approve Hilary Clinton as the Presidential 

candidate.  At this time, no Republican is being supported. Interested in the IEA 
Representatives Assembly (in Rosemont) Let Roche know ASAP  

4. November 20-22, 2015 - IEA Professional Development Center Springfield, IL 
This training is planned for Ethnic Minority and Emerging Leaders in our state.  A series of 
workshops is geared to helping you understand IEA structure, the resources at your disposal, the 
skills you need to increase Association involvement, and assist you in developing a personal plan of 
action for long-term development and participation in the Association.  You will also refine your 
organizational skills, develop your problem solving abilities, broaden your knowledge of education 
issues, and develop strategies that benefit your local organizations, schools, and communities. 

5. BOE update - Duhig: Lots of concern over class sizes: They approved a teacher for TL 4th 
grade. BOE realizes that class size and classrooms are a problem and they’re looking into possible 
solutions.  

Added onto the agenda: 

6. If you're in IMRF (ESPs) IEA is supporting John Piechocinski and Trudy Williams. This will be 
a mail away vote, perhaps you received a flyer by now?  

7. HumanEx - Lots of people did not participate because it wasn’t explained to people. Moving 
forward, we will do this annually. When is the best time to take the survey: Spring or Fall? Please 
bring back your school’s answer for our next meeting.  

-There is concern over the survey being anonymous. John recommends filling it out. Admin is 
already trying to address some of the concerns.   



-Will Admin always be present during the results? People felt uncomfortable when there were bad 
comments about their principals. John: We need to figure out how to communicate this info with 
our principals.  

-Nontenured teachers were also afraid to be honest.  

** Next time, Nick will provide more info. He’s making a video for staff and hopes to get higher 
participation rates. 

-ESPs - Are they satisfied with their jobs? Results weren’t that great, they feel secondary. This is 
something Admin really needs to work on. *Next half day: ESPs will have time to go over their 
HumanEx with Lynn. John will then run a forum (without Lynn) with the ESPs to hear the highs 
and lows. They also want to know what kind of training to do, what do ESPs want or what do they 
want to be happier at work? 

-Lynn should be sending out an email to clarify what will happen on Nov. 18th. There are 6 half 
days and ESPs are invited to 3. They are mandatory. We’re waiting on dates as well. 	 

** a      Brad verified that ESPs need to be in True-Time 
	 b	 An email will come out with: where to go after school, what the agenda is, and how to get 

paid for their time. 
	 c	 Duhig/Langelund will run the HumanX session 

Note from John - When you’re sending out your School Concerns, some of them are written as 
statements/concerns, not a question. If it’s a question, please phrase it as a question. If it’s a 
“concern” please list it as a “concern” - concerns will be brought to Administrations attention.  

Janisch makes a motion to adjourn. Marc Infante seconds and it passes unanimously.  

School Reports: 

Aspen  
None - Bam!  

Elementary North  
1. Class Size - why does TL get another teacher and EN who has high numbers with LOP students does 
not? TL numbers were higher. LOP students typically come with support. 



2. If we house LOP, Bilingual, and Power’s Students can we get smaller class sizes and training for all 
staff. LOP integration and crisis deescalation. Working on the training. 

3. LOP assistants who are absent are not given coverage. Or other assistants are pulled and their position 
is not covered.  Will address with admin.  **They should be getting coverage through subs, but if the 
position is not filled, that is where there might be problems. 

4. Can we modify CPI procedures, the students are liking the extra attention. Maybe call a color that 
corresponds to the person they want (ie. code yellow = Principal, Code Purple = Social Worker) This 
can be worked on within the building. 

5. When we leave feedback for a sub on Aesop, do the subs see the comments and who made them? 
Please clarify. Is this referencing comments for the sub or about the sub? 

6. When admin is out of building, who is next in charge? Every building should have this plan in 
place. 

Elementary South  
1. Looking for an update on last month’s sick time question regarding the district requesting doctor’s 

notes after 2 absences. Doctors note may be requested after 3 days. Not before or after a 
holiday.  

  
2. The listening tours at ES did not go very well with the assistant superintendent. Instead of “listening” 

she defended and postured. Several members will not attend in the future. Different groups of 
teachers were told different things.  Will share this feedback with DO *This info was shared 
with Nick 11/5/15

3. Looking for improved communication from HEA. Building reps and teachers were unaware that the 
union agreed to faculty meetings moving to Thursdays when there is no school on Wednesdays 
AND adding 15 minutes to some faculty meetings beyond contractual time. We were unaware 
until advised by administration that is was discussed with union and agreed upon. This is not a 
new process, similar to our moving an HEA meeting to Tuesday if Monday is a holiday. The 
additional time is 30 minutes and this all took place under Dr. Zook. 

4. Lots of frustration with the CLT meetings. There is continued lack of communication and directions. 
We need clear expectations. We want feedback after entering information into Performance Plus. 
(Get rid of the warmups - we don’t have time for them) Ongoing feedback has been shared 
with DO regarding frustration.  

5. Communication to/from DO and administration continues to be poor. We have several examples of 
emails not answered for several weeks (even after a followup email) and an employee who was 
reprimanded via email by an administrator. Members would like to know from Mr. Brown what a 
reasonable time frame would be to have a response from an email or voicemail and what follow 
up can be taken when that time frame is not meet. This is a similar concern from last year. 



Nick requested he be informed if responses were not within reasonable time frame, 24-48 
hours. 

Dual Language  
See Townline 

Lincoln  
1.  We had our HumanEx meeting on Tuesday, Oct. 20, the early release day.  We were not informed 
about the meeting prior to Oct. 20.  We were told that we had to attend the meeting as we were coming 
into the building after loading the students on the buses.  Our assistants were only working a half a day 
and they had to stay 25 minutes over their working hours.  Also we were not informed that 
administration would be sitting in on the meeting.  Also, when HumanEx was here, we mentioned that 
we were feeling left out, isolated from the rest of the D73 main campus, and the response seemed to be 
that we had to deal with it.  HumanEx is gathering information at this point, so your concerns will 
be heard. The assistants in other buildings did not stay— we will clarify this with DO. 

2.  There’s a lot of building issues, but since our administrator isn’t from Hawthorn, some issues are not 
dealt with.  Also, e-mails sent to administration is not answered in a timely manner. Have you talked to 
Renee Ullberg about this? What did she say? *Langelund is following up with Renée U.

3.  There was no listening tour scheduled at Lincoln.  When it was scheduled in Oct., all the teachers 
were at a meeting at DO.   We will address this with DO *Lisa will reschedule

Middle School North 
Nothing 

Middle School South  
1. Regarding early release day training/PD 
 • Who decides the type of training? Committee should have more input.  
 • Will esps have input on what type of training? Yes 
 • Can an esp opt out of attending training or will it be mandatory? Must attend 
 • Esps would like advance notification,(2 weeks) of the training/PD on early release not the day 

before! Will be posted at the start of the year.  

2. Can IPACE contribution be refunded, if yes, who do you contact? Yes, Contact Erin Roche. 

3. $25 for computers is insurance??  or just a such fund to buy computer parts.  What do we get for the 
$25 $25 is to help defray the cost of repairs. For all staff, the amount collected is about $7500 
which is a fraction of district expense for repair. 



4. There remain concerns about inadequate time to complete CLT phase 1 for certain teams. Also, there 
are only 4-5 meetings for phase 2 - not enough time.  We will share with admin.  *Lisa will send out an 
email

Tower  
Nothing 

Townline (and Dual Language) 

1. The suggestion was made to survey upcoming retirees (those who have submitted a letter) as to their 
preference on the retirement celebration. We can do an HEA survey. 

2. Clarification is needed on FMLA - how many consecutive days of absence before needing to 
complete FMLA paperwork? There is not a set number of days. If someone is going for surgery that 
should be typical, but could be more, request may be made to complete paperwork for employee 
protection. 

3. What are the expectations on administrators to model respectful behavior? We were asked to be 
respectful during the Institute Day, though many admin were on phones, walking in and out of the room, 
etc. There were many concerns about the day that DO heard through the survey. 

4. Institute Day - poor environment/use of space/working conditions to meet desired results See #3 
above

5. HumanX survey - confusion on who your administrator is? Building admin or evaluating admin? This 
mostly applies to special services. Also some upset that administrators were present when staff was 
asked to speak freely of their concerns which may relate to a present administrator. We will mention the 
issue with admin in the room when we meet on Wednesday, but we also recognize the need to be 
able to have difficult conversations about the building/leadership with administrators in the room. 

6. The contract specifies that faculty meetings are to be held on Wednesdays. Some buildings have 
make-up meetings on Thursdays when Wednesday is a Holiday. (FYI - Spoke with Dr. Kieffer and the 
directive was coming from "above." Some building principals questioned this, though were told to go 
with the Thursday meetings.) See ES above. 


